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Schaeffer Selects Seven
To Head 'Lute Song' Cast
Robinson Players has announced the final results of tryouts for leading roles in "Lute Song," a Chinese classic play
to be presented in December. „
The final selections were made
by Prof. Lavinia Schaeffer, adviser to Rob Players, with the
assistance of Frances Hess, president of the group.

Radio Station Reports
Fund Drive Success

Frosh Women Sign Honor Pledge

Players Win Roles
There are several prominent
characters, so it is impossible to
name a star or stars. All the
players are important to the
dramatic presentation.
Paul Steinberg is cast as the
manager who opens the prologue of "Lute Song." A senior
history major. Steinberg is well
known for his musical talents.
Studies English
Playing the part of a brilliant
scholar, Tsai-Yong, will be Benedict Mazza. Mazza is an English major, president of the junior class, and secretary of Stu-C.
The part of his father, Tsai, Two freshman women sign the Bates social honor system
will be played by Peter Mac- pledge book during Stu-G installation ceremonies in the
Lean, who transferred to Bates
this fall from Emerson College Chapel. President Barbara Prince watches. (Photo by Blunda)

Political Debate
Everyone is invited to attend the Eisenhower-Stevenson student and faculty debate at 3:30 p. m. Sunday
afternoon
in
the Filene
Room, Pettigrew. The question is: Resolved: that President Eisenhower should be
re-elected. P rofs. Quimby
and Dowling will oppose
two students.

where he studied
dramatic arts.

speech

and Parker, will dramatize the part
i of the Emperor's preceptor,
Prince Nieou. Parker majors in
Plays Wife
speech and sings in the Chapel
A senior nursing student, Joan choir.
Kudla will take the role of
Ruth Zimmerman will play
Tsai's wife.
the prince's wife, Nieou-Chi.
In the role of Tchao, the de- Shi is a senior, active in extravoted and beautiful bride of curricular activities, and a memTsai-Yong, will be Regina Ab- ber of Stu-G.
biati, a sophomore and veteran
The parts of the minor charof Rob Players' productions. acters will be announced at a
She played a leading part in later date. Rehearsals start this
last year's "Sabrina Fair."
week in the Little Theatre for
Another junior, Kenneth the December presentation.

Frosh End Haze Day Activities
With Decapping, Debibbing Skits
The members of the Class of men were rediscovering the joys
'60 spent most of the daylight i of labor as were the upperclasshours of last Friday in their j men on the receiving end of the
prescribed Haze Day costumes, effort.
keeping a weather eye out for Cast Off Beanies
purposeful upperclassmen and
Friday evening Freshman
laughing at themselves.
Rules officially came to an end
The first venturous freshman for the men with the annual
men appeared for their 9:30 smoker held in the Chase Hall
a. m. classes dressed in a skirt Lounge. George Gardiner, reprewith shirt and tie on backwards, senting the ' Student Council,
beanie tied down with a ker- emceed the program.
chief, and unmatching footwear.
The program consisted of skits
Women wore the costumes pre- presented by all the men's
scribed for them by their re- dorms. These skits ranged from
spective dormitories, each dorm "Life in J.B." to a mock Stu-C
representing a character from meeting. The smoker concluded
Alice in Wonderland.
with the traditional shouting
Serve Upperclassmen
and casting off of freshman
In keeping with their charac- beanies.
ter, the Milliken White Rabbits Explain Women's Theme
had an egg roll in front of the
The freshman debibbing cerChapel, and the East Parker emony, "Down the Rabbit Hole,"
Mad Hatters surrounded Dr. was held at 7 p.m. in the WoWilliam H. Sawyer, Jr., with a men's Locker Building.
game of "Farmer in the Dell."
After a welcoming speech by
Freshman girls were required Stu-G President Barbara Prince,
to recite a pledge to each up- Mary Grant and Barbara Farnperclassman from their respec- ham, chairmen of freshman
tive dorms whom they met on rules and activities, explained
campus. At the same time, frosh the
"Alice in Wonderland"

By Subscription

theme with the help of Marcia
Bauch in the role of the rabbit.
Present Skits
The dorm skits were judged
by Mrs. Alice Miller, Miss Dorothy Abbott, and Miss Roberta
Cain. Several girls from West
Parker enacted "Peter and the
Wolf" using original
props.
" 'Twas a Dark and Starry
Night," a melodrama, was portrayed by the fourth floor frosh
of East Parker.
Joe Friday, Frank Saturday,
and Squaw Sunday were seen
in Cheney's version of "Meanwhile. Back at the Tepee."
Hacker, Union, and the town
girls illustrated the rules of football in "Mr. Touchdown - '60."
"Is This Your Life? — El-Vice
Parsley" featuring "Hound-dog"
was enacted by Milliken House.
Garbage cans and a picket
fence were the props used for
"Kittens on a Hot Tin Roof" by
another group from East Parker. A second West Parker skit
portrayed "From Emptiness to
Ecstasy" concerning a girl who
(Continued on page three)

Flagg Reveals Three Dorms
Achieve Goal Of 100 Percent
By Russ Taylor
others will follow suit." He
Business manager Donald further added that the WVBC
Flagg has disclosed progress to sttiff greatly appreciates the supdate in the annual WVBC fund- port given by the administration.
raising campaign. East Parker Urges Dorm Support
was the first dorm to report 100k
Station Manager Alan Kaplan
per cent contributions, and was urges every dorm to try to reach
followed by Wilson and Cheney. the 100 per cent mark, so that
Flagg stated that there are WVBC will be able to continue
still some dorms which have not its campus-wide programming,
yet reported a high percentage and plan for greater coverage in
of contributions, and reminds the future. Kaplan reminded the
students who have not yet con- students that "WVBC is a stutributed that donations are still dent - owned, student - supported
being received by their dorm station, which works for the benrepresentatives.
Each
dorm efit and enjoyment of all, and so
reaching 100 per cent will re- it should have utmost student
ceive either a football or a L.P. support."
record.
Recently the campus station
Receives No Aid
purchased a new transmitter
The annual
campaign for costing over $100, and at presfunds is the only means of finan- ent is installing a new cable
cial support available to WVBC. i which will provide for broadThe station is the only major I casts from various locations on
campus organization which does \ campus in the near future. Sevnot receive financial aid from i eral records and two new turnthe student activity fees paid in tables were also purchased this
the students' semester bills, and summer.
so it must rely wholly on student List Per Cents
donations for support. Also, an
As of Monday noon, the perAdministration ruling prohibts centages
1
of donations in the
the station from soliciting local dorms was as follows: Rand, 80
advertising.
per cent; Whittier, 20 per cent;
Flagg said he was "pleased East Parker. 100 per cent; West
with the way that some dorms Parker. 53 per cent; Cheney, 100
have responded, especially East per cent; Milliken. 36 per cent;
Parker, and "he hopes that all j Frye> 2] per cent; wilson) 100
per cent: Hacker. 50 per cent;
Chase. 95 per cent; Ross, 17 per
Saturday is a holiday for
cent; Off-campus Women, 0 per
the Bates - U. of Maine footcent.
ball game.
Students are
On the men's side of the
therefore reminded that Fricampus, percentages contributday and Monday are no-cut
ing were: John Bertram - Upper,
days. s
(Continued on page two)

Holiday

Three frosh display unique Haze Day attire

^
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No More Bibs!

Stu - C Appropriates
Work Project Money
At the Student Council meeting held last Wednesday, October 17, it was decided to appropriate a sum of money to cover
in part some of the extra expenses incurred during the
Freshman Work Projects.
Also discussed was the Freshman Banquet which is scheduled
for November 19. Due to the increased number of men this year
and because of the crowded seating facilities at the Commons, all
upperclassmen will eat at times
prior to the banquet. A time
schedule will be posted at a later
date.

Quimby Names Members
Of Varsity Debate Squad

Bruce Perry and Paul St. Hi- MacLain will oppose Mary EIlaire will oppose the adoption of len Crook and John Steadman,
the Brannan Plan by the Federal | and Marshall True and Susan
Government in an exhibition de- Friederman will uphold the afbate against the University of firmative position against George
New Hampshire on Saturday af- Coules and John Lawton.
Two frosh tryouts will also be
ternoon at Manchester, N. H.
At this same clinic various held Tuesday on the question of
discussions on price supports the Brannan Plan. Diana Berwill be led by Michael Aren- berian and Peter Wood will take
stam, Robert Harlow,
John the affirmative side against
Lovejoy, Peter MacLean, Perry, Steve Hotchkiss and David EasBill Waterston, and Ruth Zim- ton. Gerald Zaltman and Armerman, all of whom are mem- thur Rubinstein will debate the
bers of Professor Quimby's ar- question against Bruce Fox and
gumentation class.
Howard Shapiro.
Plans for Maine Game
Discuss Foreign Aid
Announces Varsity Team
Final freshman debate tryouts
The Council also planned for
Professor Quimby has anThe freshman girls joyfully removed their bibs and bows the buses and lunches which will be held Monday and Tues- nounced the varsity debating
day in Pettigrew Hall. The squad which comprises King
last Friday evening following the presentation of skits at were provided for the Maine
foreign aid question will be de- Cheek, Dave Danielson, Richard
game at Orono last Saturday.
the Debibbing exercises which were held in the Women's
A reminder for veterans indi- bated on Monday afternoon by Dole, Julian Freedman, Robert
Locker Building.
(Photo by Blunda) cates that physical education two groups.
Harlow, Bernette Johnson, Elvin
Roger Allen and Malcolm Kaplan, and Howard Kunreuclasses 101-102M and 201-202M
be omitted from their campaigns are in full swing, the ther. Also Everett Ladd, Holgar
Five Women Travel may
schedules, if they can pass the Council has made plans for Lundin, Willard Martin, Bruce
Grant Reynolds, Paul St.
To Colby For Honor requirements determined by the campus mock elections for Oc- Perry,
department. Those veterans tober 29th. Registration took Hilaire, Charles Sayward, RobSystem Discussions meeting the requirements will place Monday. Stu-C will tabu- ert Stanton, Richard Feevah,
Five representatives of the be admitted to P.E. 301-302.
late and announce the results of and Janice Tufts will be on this
year's squad.
Women's
Student
Government
Now
that
the
presidential
|
the
elections.
"The Saucer Stomp" was the
Bates has been invited to atjourneyed
to
Colby
last
Thurstheme of Frye Street's Open
tend
the annual student conferHouse held last Saturday even- day to discuss the Bates women's
ence at West Point. Elvin Kapsocial
honor
system
with
the
ing in the Chase Hall ballroom.
lan and Grant Reynolds will
Everyone was invited to attend Colby women who have been
discuss the problem of United
considering
installing
a
similar
the outer space dance sponsored
States Security with representasystem
at
Colby.
Last
Saturday
saw
a
campus
The
mothers
present
were
by all the Frye Street Houses
tives from colleges throughout
Following dinner there was a innovation when 32 senior wo- given chrysanthemum corsages
with Regina Abbiati as chairthis country and Canada.
to
wear
to
the
Bates-Middlebury
coffee in the lounge of Mary men entertained their parents
man.
football game. Following the
The decorations
committee, Lowe Hall at which time the with a weekend at Bates.
game, a get-acquainted coffee | Publication Desires
Bates
girls
talked
informally
to
Some
parents
coming
from
headed by Nancy Anderson of
longer distances arrived in time was held at the Women's Union,
Hacker House, used red plastic those interested.
Creative Selections
Those attending, in addition to for the Debibbing ceremonies to which all of the senior women
records signifying flying saucers,
were
invited.
Suzanne
Manwell,
and
the
Freshman
rally
Friday
By College Students
with martians, and the moon and Stu-G president Barbara Prince,
stars hanging from the celing were Jean Dickson, Wilma Gero, evening. Others arrived Satur- Mary Lou Townley, and Clara
Students interested in creative
Sally
and walls to carry out the Patricia Lysaght, and Norma day morning, and the group had Brichze poured, while
writing
are urged to contribute
Smith,
Maud
Agnalt,
and
their
lunch
in
the
Rand
dining
hall.
Wells.
theme.
committee served refreshments. to The Forum, the only interGardner's Combo Plays
collegiate magazine in the UnitMeet Faculty
Frye House, under the leaderThe evening meal was a mat- ed States. Entries of fiction,
ship of Janice Margeson, organter of preference and at 8:30 p.m. poetry and essays are welcome.
ized the entertainment.
Bud
the parents returned to Rand The deadline for submission of
Gardner's Combo played for
Hall to view slides taken by the articles for publication in the
next issue is November 5. Mandancing. Each dorm presented
In her address to the freshmen, girls who went to Europe this
The women of the freshman
uscripts should be mailed to The
five minutes of entertainment.
summer.
Miss
Prince
encouraged
all
to
class were formally installed into
Forum, 240 Elm Street, Oberlin,
Welcomed
by
Miss
Manwell,
Cider and round flying saucer the Bates Honor System Sunday take advantage of the opportuOhio.
proctor
of
Rand
Hall,
the
guests
cookies were served. Tania Fi- night at 8:45.
nity which is offered by the
Students interested in subwere invited to gather in the relatoff from Chase House was in
Honor
System.
She
further
statLed by Barbara Prince, presiscriptions to The Forum should
ception
room
after
the
showing
charge of refreshments. Invitadent, the Student Government ed, "It is the feeling of living up
of the slides to meet faculty write to the same address, entions and posters were planned
Board members marched into the to the honor rather than just to
closing one dollar per year for
members who were present.
by Beth Willard and Judith KelChapel to the strains of "Pomp the system."
each subscription desired.
ly from Wilson House. The chapNarrate
Slides
Sign Book
and Circumstance."
erones were Mr. and Mrs. JosJudith Kent, Brille Perry, JuTwo by two the freshman woIntroduce Members
•
eph A. Dowling.
dith Svirsky, and Ruth Warfield
DRY CLEANSING
men
affixed
their
names
in
a
Miss Prince then introduced
were members of the Zerby
book
which
has
been
signed
in
SERVICE
the other members of the board.
group and narrated their own
They are Mary Grant and Bar- the past by all those who have slides. Carol Bacon was a memTel. 4-7326
Calendar
bara Farnham, sophomore rep- lived under and believed in the
Call and Delivery
ber of a hostel party that toured
Honor
System
at
Bates.
The
class
Tonight
resentatives, and the following
900 miles by bicycle, and her
Vespers, 9:15 p.m., Chapel
dorm presidents: Patricia Ly- of 1960 is the thirty-fifth class to slides supplemented the others.
Friday
saght, Hacker; Muriel Wolloff, sign their names. In so doing, a
President and Mrs. Charles F.
<
"Apple Grab" dance, 8 p.m., Wilson; Elaine Prentice, Union; Bates woman indicates that she
>^r
INCORPORATED
*7V^
Phillips, Dean Hazel Clark, the
believes
in
the
Honor
Code
and
Chase Hall
Anne Ridley, Frye; Norma Wells,
CLEANSERS
A
FURRIERS
women's house mothers, and facWhittier;
Suzanne
Manwell, will do her utmost to live up to ulty members were guests of the
Saturday
College Agent - Arlene Gardner i
all
that
it
means.
Holiday - Maine football game Rand; Sally Morris, Milliken; Joseniors.
After the 129 freshman women
"Political World" dance, 8 anne Trogler, East Parker; Ruth
p. m., Chase Hall (jointly Melzard, Chase; Colleen Jenkins, signed the Code, Miss Prince forsponsored by Republican and Cheney; Anne Berkelman, Lamb- mally welcomed them as full- Thurs. - Sal.—
da Alpha. Also introduced were fledged Bates women. Directly
Democratic groups)
i
Karen Dill, president of West preceding the recessional march,
"Beyond A
Sunday
NOW PLAYING
Reasonable
Doubt"
Thorncrag Open House, 2-5 Parker and vice-president of the the freshman girls, the Stu-G
board, and Marion Glennie, the Board, and all guests rose to
p.m.
I »"srw THE SOLID GOLD
"First Traveling
sing the Bates Alma Mater.
board's treasurer.
Monday
Saleslady"
c>/ t CADILLAC
Mock election, 9 a. m. - 5 p. m.,
—
R
I
T
Z
—
Sun. - Wed.—
Chase Hall
WVBC Fund Drive
WED. - THURS.: "DIAL M FOR
(Continued from page one)
Hiding
V.-'
George Montgomery
MURDER," Grace Kelly, Ray
47
per
cent;
John
Bertram
Milland; also "DOCTOR AT
JUDY
HOLLIDAY-PAUL
DOUGLAS
Chapel Schedule
'The Seven Year Itch'
SEA"
Lower, 33 per cent; Roger WilMarilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell
Friday
liams, 6 per cent; Smith North, FRI. - SAT.: "REVOLT OF
I COMING ALL NEXT WEEK
Iy
Thurs.-Sat.,
Nov. 1-3—
Dean Rowe: Significance of 38 per cent; Smit hMiddle, 50
■
MAMIE STOVER," Jane Russell,
Richard Egan; "THE
the chapel assembly pro- per cent; Smith South, 49 per
"I've Lived Before"
CADDY," Dean Martin, Jerry Jock Mahoney, Leign Snowden
grams
cent; Bardwell, 14 per cent;
Lewis
Garcelon, 6 per cent; Russell, 0
Monday
NANCY KELLY
"Three Coins
per cent; Chase Hall, 53 per SUN.-TUES.: "BHOWANI JCT.,"
Max Baron
Ava Gardner, Stewart GrangIn The Fountain" i PATTY McCORMACK I
cent; Mitchell, 0 per cent; and
Wednesday
^D'^OUSE/'MicSy
Roo^y
Clifton
Webb. Dorothy McGuire jmimnmi:miiiniuniinnruuiiuiiaiuiHiiuuiiuiiaiiiuiuiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiTiuiii:uijiiiiii.
p
%
Rev. Mr. Carl E. MacAllister Off-campus Men, 0 per cent.

Campus Romps
At Saucer Stomp
By Frye Dorms

Senior Women Entertain Guests
At New Annual Parents Weekend

Stu-G Initiates Freshmen
Into Bates Honor System

STRAND

■

— EMPIRE-

"HUK"

I "THE BAD SEED" I
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Hutchins Discusses GOP
Views In Citizenship Lab

Tempomen Perform
At Pre-Game Chase
Dance Friday Night

Coeds Capture Prof

At 8 p. m. Friday the Chase
Bradford Hutchins, member of the Republican national
Hall Dance Committee will precommittee, was last week's speaker for the Citizenship sent its informal "Pre-Game ApLaboratory.
*
ple Grab" at Chase Hall.
government" . . . The attempt
to create perfection by government management is the serious
question we are concerned with
today
and
throughout the
world."

The evening will feature dancing to the music of the Tempomen, a nine-piece orchestra, and
an apple grabbing contest under
the
supervision
of Richard
Johnson. Additional entertainment will be furnished by the
"The thing that I see in the ; "newest" sound on campus —
Republican
party,"
Hutchins the Art Mersereau Combo.
The former head of the state j asserted, is the principle that
Improve Social Activity
GOP organization launched his each citizen's "individualism
Admission is 35 cents per perdiscussion with his description must be preserved . . . rather
of the American two-party polit- than having the government son, and everyone is invited to
ical system. He stated that "a . . . protecting us from the attend. Harry Bennert, chairman
of the Dance Committee, stated,
one-party system does not pro- cradle to the grave."
! "We are making a constant allduce democracy" and that a
Regarding t h e forthcoming
multi-party system cannot pro- election and election issues, he j out endeavor to see that there is
a better quality of social activity
duce effective political action.
stated that "A man that's gone j developed on campus."
"Mad-Hatters" of East Parker dance the "Farmer in the
Sees No Major Division
through what he [Ike] has gone
Dell"
around Dr. Sawyer during Frosh Day.
Hutchins also asserted that through . . . must have grasped
we have no division into right- some knowledge of foreign rela- Stu-G Reviews Final
and left-wing parties here in tions. Ike isn't going out and
Plans For Freshman
America. Instead, he referred to ruin the world, nor will the
the Republican party as the Democratic presidential candi- Haze Day, Debibbing
"middle of the road" party be- date do anything he doesn't
The Stu-G Board met last
tween the radical Democrats in think is necessary, and he said
the northeast and the reaction- so . . . naturally. I'm confident Wednesday evening to make fiBy Irene Frye
ary and semi-conservative Dem- and optimistic ... I feel that nal plans for Frosh Haze Day
ocrats south of the Mason-Dixon the qualities the president has and Freshman Installation into
Speaking Friday morning in the Chapel Dennis Skiotis,
. . . are not going to be un- the Bates Honor system. Presiline.
a
junior from Athens, Greece, expressed his gratitude to
dersold to the people . . . dent Barbara Prince suggested
As illustrations of his point he
the
Bates student body for funds contributed through the
considering
the
possibility
of
and it will be a darn hard job
cited two relevant political ishaving off-campus students visit World University Service toward his education at Athens
to lick him."
sues — segregation and foreign
in different dorms over night on College and here at Bates.
policy. "Basically," he declared,
special occasions.
"the Republicans are centering
Comparing life at the two sis is on concise presentation of
An amendment for raising
facts through lectures.
. . . behind the President's po- Haze Day Activities
schools, Skiotis explained that
Stu-G
dues
to
cover
rising
exDormitory life in Athens is
sition on foreign policy . . .
Athens College is actually a high
(Continued from page one)
penditures was to be posted last
a middle-of-the-road position."
though
academically similar to that at Bates but
lost a blue suede shoe; and a week and will be voted upon school,
much more strict "in a military
melodrama built around cross- this week in a mass meeting by equivalent to an American junStales Basic Differences
ior college. Its program, de- sense," with rigid regulations
ing
the
railroad
tracks
was
preHe asserted that the basic difthe entire woman student body. signed to combine the best traits and a monitor system, Skiotis
ference between our two parties sented by Chase House.
Dean Clark invited Stu-G to of Greek and American educa- explained. He described the fricis their varying viewpoint on
A French cafe was the scene her home on November 14 to tion and culture, makes it the tj°n between day students, and
"what is the true purpose of '■ 0f "Cyrano de Bergerac" bydiscuss who will live in the leading school in the Balkan boarders, of whom he is one, as
Frye House. Additional East new dorm next year and on area
: "something like the water fights
Parker girls enacted "He Was what basis it may best be opI between Smith and J.B.," the
Discusses Activities
l,y difference being that ..the
My Man, But He Done Me erated.
Approximately 1000 boys from Greek students end up in front
Wrong." "A Man without a
all over Greece attend the col-|of the infirmary staff instead of
Woman," adapted
from the
lege, participating in a variety of gtu_c ••
score of "My Fair Lady," was
Notice
academic and extracurricular acportrayed by Wilson House.
Both groups of students unite,
Application forms for the
tivities.
Typically
American,
however, in a mischievous camAward Prizes
L E W I S T O N
Selective Service Qualificathese include a student governpaign of "making it hard for the
First prize went to the fourth
tion Test to be given at
ment
organization,
debating,
professor"
through
irritating
floor frosh of East Parker who
Bates on November 15, 1956.
dramatics, departmental clubs,
classroom
disturbances.
raised the question "What would
are now available in the
and the publication of a weekly
you do?" as they concluded
Dean of Men's Office. Men
paper. Competitive athletics — Notes Attitudes
" 'Twas a Dark and Starry
The speaker stressed that
interested in taking this test
soccor. basketball, and volleyNight." Milliken won first honball — are an important part of these are not the most prevalent
must file their application
ALL THE
orable mention and second honattitudes among the students.
forms no later than midthe program.
orable mention was awarded to
night next Tuesday. Further
Students at Athens College There is a strong loyalty and de"From Emptiness to Ecstasy."
SPORTSWEAR
information about the test
spend eight hours per day in votion to the school and its
may be obtained in the
Miss Farnham and Miss Grant
classes and an additional four to: ideals. The students' realization
Dean of Men's Office.
thanked all the freshmen and
YOU'RE
six hours on assignments. Fresh- of the importance of Grecoupperclassmen for their coopermen must decide upon entering American relations has led SecI ation in making Freshman Rules
whether they wish to follow a retary of State John Foster
GOING
so successful. The ceremony conscientific or classical curriculum, Dulles to classify Athens College
Congratulations
cluded with the Alma Mater
thus determining their carrers at as "one of the most outstanding
TO NEED
outposts of democracy in Euduring which the freshmen reto the Bates Bobcats an early age.
rope."
moved their bibs and bows.
Explains Differences
Skiotis added that the outand
their
Win
on
Saturday
FOR FALL
The most striking difference in stretched hand of Bates and the
the conduct of courses, Skiotis United States is "one of the
AND
commented, is the American most fundamental symbols of
practice of giving advance as- friendship/' In conclusion he deSabattus Street
signments.
In Greece the assign- clared, "On behalf of myself and
WINTER
ment follows the lecture on the my school, I want to reach out,
We Serve The Best
material. There is little class- clasp that hand, and shake it in
IS HERE
room discussion and the empha- deep gratitude."
Hutchins, a practical politician
and a "great admirer of Woodrow Wilson . . . and his policies of internationalism," presented to his audience the
Republican viewpoint of the
present politicial situation.

Skiotis Finds Life At Bates
Similar To That At Athens

PECKS

STUDENTS:

COOPER'S

Popular Filter Price

AT . . .

KENT

PECK'S

LEWISTON SHOE REPAIR

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Quick Dependable Service
Modern Cleaners

MEN'S SPORTSWEAR
Street Floor

We're Ready To Serve Bates Students

WOMEN'S SPORTSWEAR
Second Floor

with the exclusive
"MICRONITE" FILTER

25 SABATTUS STREET

LEWISTON

Campus Agents:
PAUL PERRY
DICK MORAES
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Retired Professor Recalls
Differences In "Old Days'

Editorials
Frosh Hazing
Amid happy yells and sighs of relief that they were finally freed from having to wear bibs and beanies that distinguished them from other students, the annual debibbing and
decapping ceremonies brought to a close another year's
round of freshman rules last Friday evening. The class of
1960 are now full-fledged members of the Bates family, suffering only a little from the special status that goes with
being a college freshman.
Freshman rules seemed to operate smoothly this year with
a minimum of problems. There were, of course, a few who
needed a little convincing from the mysterious "Sadistic
Six" that they could not disobey the rules without paying
certain consequences. But generally speaking there was
greater cooperation, and less rebellion than has been seen
in the past (manifested last year by a one-day strike against
beanie wearing). The frosh seemed to accept the regulations imposed on them cheerfully and as part of the necessary introduction that goes along with becoming a college
Montrose J. Moses
student.
Haze Day Costumes
This week's alumnus is MonThe Haze Day costumes for the women showed originality trose J. Moses, who was graduand the entire Alice In Wonderland theme was cleverly ated from Bates with the class of
carried out. The men's costumes were, as usual, amusing '41. Moses received his masbut certainly not novel in any sense — by now the skirt, - ter's degree from Columbia in
backwards shirt, - unmatching shoes routine is drearily be- 1952 and his Ph.D. from the same
coming traditionalized and a bit monotonous year after year. school in 1949.
The debibbing and decapping activities were well attend- From 1942 to 1946 he served as
ed both by the freshmen and their big brothers and sisters, a captain in the army. In 1946 he
and helped to make Freshman rules and Haze Day a happy became a research chemist for the
introduction to Bates for another freshman class.
Keratene Company in Winstead,

Small-Scale Election Campaign
During the past few weeks a new variety of posters and
notices have been appearing on the various campus bulletin
boards and on the pages of the STUDENT. It is not long
before the discerning student realizes that these are part
of an election campaign which is in full swing right here
on the Bates campus — a small scale of what is taking place
throughout the nation.
The "Democrats-for-Stevenson" organized to represent the
party in the minority at Bates, while the "Republicans-forEisenhower" represents the greater number of students. (As
yet, Independents have not organized!) The former group
has been waging a door-to-door fund raising drive in Lewiston for the national party and have been distributing records featuring rousing Democratic campaign marches and
songs. The Republican group has sponsored well-attended
meetings featuring political speakers and music by Bates^
singing stars and Bud Gardiner's campus combo.
Sponsor Mock Election
The two groups' activities will be climaxed next week by
a jointly sponsored campus-wide mock election. Registration
for this event took place Monday with almost 700 students
signing the Republican, Democrat, and Independent lists.
It was encouraging to see so many students seemingly willing to take part in the election. We hope that an equal
number will actually take the time to vote in the mock
election which will take place next Monday and we take
this opportunity to urge all those who have registered to
do so. Regardless of which way the election results swing,
and considering the numbers supporting each party on campus there is not much doubt what the results will reveal,
we hope that there is enough enthusiasm at Bates to set an
example to other communities and encourage a high percentage turnout at the polls in the November election.

"Bates

By Peg Montgomery
The next time you go over to
Libbey Forum, you will probably
unknowingly pass several experienced travelers who have been to
such far off places as Georgia,
Minnesota, Canada, and even
South America. How can you
identify these enthusiastic globetrotters? For one thing, they will
have small metal bands around
one of their legs and will, no
doubt, have" the habit of gaily
hopping around as they watch
you on the way to class. Who are
they? Well, birds, of course!

These aren't just ordinary
birds, you can be sure, and it's
through the interesting hobby of
two nature enthusiasts that so
much is known about our "finefeathered friends". As members
of the Stanton Bird Club, the
Maine and Massachusetts Audobon Societies, and the New England Bird-Banding Society. Professor and Mrs. George E. Ramsdell, of 40 Mountain avenue, have
opened their side-yard to the various colorful birds who frequent
Conn. In 1948 Moses served with this area.
the Brookhaven Institute to do
Spent Pleasant Hours
research in cytochemistry.
In doing so, they spend many
Continues Cancer Project
pleasant hours in association
In 1945 he was appointed visit- with these birds, as well as pering investigator by the Rocke- forming a valued service for our
feller Institute to continue his government in the Fish and
work in a project sponsored by Wildlife Service. This task conthe American Cancer Society.
He is married to Miss Constance Ray. also of the class of '41.
Moses is a member of the Genetics Society of Amerca. the Radiation Research Society, and the
Histochemistry Society. >
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sists of catching the birds in
cages, banding them, or recording the band number if they have
been banded by someone eke.
A record of all the birds caught
is sent to the Fish and Wildlife
Service, and in this way, much is
learned about the habits of birds
and especially'about their migrations.
Bird-banding is just one of the
many facets of Professor Ramsdell's fascinating career. Born in
Turner, Maine, on April 1, 1875,
he attended Hebron Academy,
graduating in only three years
instead of the customary four.
Recalls Different College
From 1899 to 1903, Ramsdell
spent his time here at Bates. He
recalls life at the college as being somewhat different than it is
today.
Neither teachers nor
courses were so numerous, and
the various professors took turns
leading Chapel services which
were held in the Little Theater.
During his sophomore year, the
cornerstone of Coram Library
was laid, and since neither Carnegie Science Building nor Hedge
Laboratory were in existence, the
science classes were conducted in
the Nichols Latin School, now
known to Bates students as "J.B."
After graduating from this college, Professor Ramsdell taught
(Continued on page eight)

Inquiring Reporter

Frosh Find Relationships
With Students Excellent

CORRECTION
The middle name of our
Alumnus of the Week of the
October 3rd issue was misspelled. Mr. Robert Crocker,
class of '38, spells it Merrow.
Also, contrary to what the article inferred, Mr. Crocker's
position is not dependent upon
Governor Muskie.

'Den &**cUe&
"The Sacred Six" proudly announces the engagement of one
of its members, Mr. Theodore
Freedman, '57, to Miss Phyllis
Wolf of Brookline, Mass. Also,
congratulations and best wishes
to Arnold Fickett and Jean Penney of the class of '56.
A brief but enthusiastic
football game in the Den
last week was inspired by
the short spell of Indian
Summer. Only a few passes
were incomplete, being intercepted by the coat racks
et al.
P.J.'s and a raincoat cover a
host of evil as one sophomore
co-ed found out in the Hobby
Shoppe recently.
A ferocious animal wearing a racoon coat ran into
several of the girls' dorms
Thursday night spreading
fright and terror
everywhere he went.
Lost, one diamond in WVBC.
Will finder please return to Bill
Clark?
A male junior after expounding upon his philosophical views on women
found himself wrapped in a
blanket and neatly deposited
(Continued on page five)

The members of the Class of
'GO have really begun to see the
basis for the trite but true statement that "Bates is a small,
friendly, co-educational school."
The answers which some frosh
gave to the question "How have
the upperclassmen been treating
you" could be summed up by saying merely that they are very
friendly.
All the freshmen asked were
very willing to answer this question. Their first comments were
quite synonymous. The mildest
reply seemed to be, "very well,"
the most common comment on
the upperclassmen being, "terrific" or "wonderful."

those living under the same roof.
Upperclassmen have been found
understanding,
indeed,
about
food. One girl commented that
when there was food in the dorm
or when a trip to the "Hobby"
was planned, the frosh were always included. This policy also
extended to trips to the movies.
Another said she was very enthusiastic about being treated as
an equal. She expressed the opinion that this attribute is found in
few other colleges. No one has
experienced any evidence of ill
feeling or showing of superiority
on the part of an upperclassman.
Little duties like holding doors
are accepted by the frosh as an
expression of respect which is
Frosh Feel Friendliness
In the short time this year's understood as the thing to do.
frosh have been on campus it is Respect Proctors
If anyone received more attenremarkable to see cooperation
and "one big family" feeling so tion in answers to our question
prevalent in their relations with than others it was the proctors.
the upperclassmen. Some of those They have attained a position of
interviewed seemed to have feltibeing most highly respected by
the
traditional
"friendliness" tho troih. One girl found the true
around them. One girl said she caliber of her proctors when they
couldn't tell the difference be- took time to listen and then to
tween the sophomores and jun- discourage her from giving up.
Of course, this capacity of giviors in her dorm.
None of the traditional pranks ing dependable advice i; not replayed on the "baby bobcats" stricted to the proctors. All the
have served to damage this unity. upperclassmen have been found
These pranks, according to those to be willing to go out of their
interviewed, have been executed iwav to help them. One comment
and received in good fun. In fact, was that the upperclavmen are
one of the boys mentioned that wonderful because they give «uch
some sophomores have been the candid advice,
subjects of a few surprises, and j R is somewhat doubtful that
freshmen in many other colleges
no ill will resulted.
have the enthusiasm and admiraJoin Hobby Jaunts
tion for upperclassmen that is
All have found those upper- evidenced here at Bates. To sum
classmen in their dorms most things up, this year's Bates freshfriendly, but this, they agreed, men are pretty well sold on the
was simply due to the fact that apparently traditional friendly
more contacts are made between upperclassmen.
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Politics Preferred

Ike Surpasses Opponent
In "UnderstandingFolks"
By Hilton Page
On our campus, mid the fury
of partisan debate, there is a
question few people could answer. The question: Who is
Dwight David Eisenhower.
The answer: Our 34th President was born in Denison. Texas,
on October 14, 1890. The family
moved to Abilene, Kansas, where
Ike and his five brothers grew
up in an atmosphere of a rugged
frontier town- life in a religious
home. All the boys worked after
school to • help the family's
meager income.
Marries Mamie
Upon Ike's graduation from
West Point in 1915, he met Mamie
Doud, and they were married in
1916. An army career for the Eisenhowers carried them to a wide
variety of assignments and posts.
He was graduated first in his
class from the Army Command
and General Staff School.
When World War II broke out,
Eisenhower moved up rapidly
until he was Supreme Commander of the greatest land, sea and
air force every assembled. After
the unconditional surrender in
Europe in 1945. Ike returned to a
grateful America to become Chief
of Staff.

restored dignity, leadership, and
prestige to the White House.
In the year, 1956, it happens
we have known both the men
now offering themselves for the
presidency, have been acquainted
with them for years and confess
to a liking and a respect for both.
We would be short of frankness
and honesty if we didn't admit at
the outset a longer and closer
friendship with Ike than Adlai.
Neither is a rascal or a racketeer,
as some of the extremist political
haranguers might indicate.
Both Candidates Respected
Stevenson is neither shallow
nor one who can be lightly passed
off in the contentious phrasing as
an eghead. He is a gifted phrasemaker and can put his party's
case before the country in an effective and understandable fashion.
Progresses From "Deals"
Stevenson will always do his
best and with high intentions;
everyone will concede that. But
making the actual decisions that
could mean peace or war, that
could mean a vital turn in our
economic picture is entirely different from going around the
country critizing this or that.
Eisenhower has a more united
country, even in an election year.
This is splendid progress away
from the hatreds, bitter rancors,
and sharp divisions of minorities
and groups that marked the last
years of the new deal and the
fair deal.

"Behind Scenes" Favorite Tells
Of Gratifications Of "Maternity
■ I

"

By James Parham
In a tastefully furnished apartment in J. B. lives one of the '■
hardest
working
behind-thescenes persons on campus. The
resident, a pleasant, mild-mannered woman named Mother
Abbey, is a familiar sight to the
men of Mitchell House, John
Bertram Hall, and Roger Williams Hall, for she is their
house mother.
Part of her regular duties as
house mother consist of checking
with the maids in the respective
dorms with which she is concerned. She finds out where she
may be of assistance, and sees
that everything is in order. She
follows her motto as she goes
about her duties, "If there is
something to do, do it."

Works As Secretary
Previous to her coming to 'Mother Abbie" takes a few minutes off from her many
Bates, Mother Abbey worked as
a private secretary. After her duties as house mother of JB and Mitchell.
marriage she left this position
spends a great deal of time moments Mother Abbey pursues
and settled down. She has four
working on projects that will her hobby of reading. She is parchildren, three of whom are now
benefit the dorms in oth,er ways. ticularly fond of historical and
married. Upon the death of her
Her latest project, which has biographical books.
husband, Mother Abbey decided
been greatjy appreciated, is the
Enjoys Family Feeling
to become more actively eninstallation of pencil sharpeners
gaged in civic affairs, and came
During her four years at Bates,
in the dorms.
to Bates in her present capacity.
one of Mother Abbey's primary
An invaluable aid during May- aims has been "to make a home
Mother Abbey has but one reoralty,
Mother Abbey is always for the boys." In this she has adgret concerning her job — that
Goes Republican
she is not able to do more for the available as a consultant, guide, mirably succeeded, for the men
Declaring himself a Republimen in the dorms under her care, and able helper during the year. in J.B. accredit much of their
particularly in the way of enter- She is also a big help when it strong dorm spirit to her benevcan, he was nominated for President in 1952. and received the
taining. Unfortunately, the lack comes to such things as darning I olent influence.
largest vote in American history.
of reception rooms in most clothes, mending tears, and the
"It's like one big family," as
A humble man who places comdorms has made this impossible. like — jobs that men And so Mother Abbey aptly expressed
difficult. Mother Abbey is almost
plete faith in the moral and spirHobby Is Reading
never alone, for, as she says, it, and this sentiment is echoed
itual qualities of people, he has Stands Out Best
However, Mother Abbey is not "Someone is always dropping in by the men under her care. They
Sincere as Adlai is in his de- one to be easily discouraged; she
to say 'Hello'." During her spare feel she is a quieting effect on
votion to the cause of the underthe dorm, as well as unifying it
privileged and average man, it is
and making it more home-like.
the less intellectual Ike who has
Louis Rumford:
Plans To Leave
The Transformations of Man the better understanding of the
man in the street. He understood
Some time in the near future
Glewn Tucker:
Mother Abbey plans to leave
Tecumseh, Vision of Glory the GI in wartime. It's not a
show. He exudes good will beBates and go to live with her
Emanuel Posweclc:
elder sister. Conditions permitWorld Without Barriers cause he likes people.
ting, they hope to do some travThomas Howe Belden:
Unquestionably he has made
By Anne Berkelman
munitions factory. Here are eling, though nothing definite
So Fell the Angels some mistakes. Maybe he should
This is what is happening on some of his rules:
has been planned as yet.
Robert Cleland:
have furnished a more aggressive
First of all: always be late to
A History of Phelps Dedge leadership. But he stands out to- other campuses this week:
She is leaving because she
Now that the Yankees have class. Appear surprised that this feels that perhaps a younger perFrancis Walton:
day as the world's best bet for
Miracle of World War II peace. Tomorrow is now cast into run home with the world series section was scheduled to meet at son might be able to do more for
A. A. Roback (ed.)
the rightful hands of the people in their pocket, attention is fo- this time or even look hurt that the boys, and she also would
Present-day Psychology of the United States of America. cussed on college football. The they could go on without you. like to travel and see sights she
"Northern Student" of Bemidji Many an accomplished classman has read about.
State Teachers College feels that has caused the professor to
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Just as all good things must
by Pick Bibler
the game would be more univer- thumb quickly through his class
sally enjoyed if the spectators bulletin to see if perhaps they come to an end, so must Mother Abbey's stay at Bates. We
had a better knowledge of foot- should have met an hour later.
shall miss her friendly smile, and
ball terminology. They have Make Pass On Passe
helping hand, but at the same
compiled a brief dictionary for
Disagree openly with the pro- time we wish her best wishes for
this purpose:
fessor. An economics instructor the future. The men of Bates exUnbowed: Close, but you lost.
says in his most profound and tend their sincere thanks and
Scrappy: Made a touchdown on
sonorous tones: "The theories of heart-felt appreciation for all the
the opponent's fourth team.
Adam Smith are the foundations time and energy Mother Abbey
Outmanned: Almost scored in
of our modern system of eco- has spent in their behalf.
a lop-sided white-washing.
nomics." You say in an audible
Game: Took the ball up to
whisper: "But that's so passe" . . .
midfield once.
making
him look as if he had on
Fearless: Racked up a first
T>M4U4
an
old
pair
of knickers and was
down.
shouting 23 skidoo instead of de(Continued from page four)
Daring: Recovered a fumble.
livering a lecture.
Valiant: Kept eleven men out
in the livingroom of West
Leavemanship is another efthere all the time.
Parker.
fective
gambit that will add
Gallant: Fielded a team when
Wanted: One medium-sized
sparkle to every classroom. At
you knew better.
curvacious
blonde. Must be able
five
minutes
before
the
hour,
Plucky: 99 to 0.
perch on the edge of your seat, to type, etc. Apply to Garcelon,
Be Late To Class
alternating your gaze between Mick McGrath, nightly after 8
"Oaklahoma Daily" writer Ed the wall clock and your watch, p. m.
Turner has come up with a.new and check off the mintes on an
Last week at the Worcesway of college living which, in imaginery time-card in mid air
ter game, one former Bates
keeping with the times, he calls until the end of the hour.
coed was such an avid fan
* • •
"Classmanship." Briefly, he says,
that she not only lost her
it means the knack of frustrating
The "Kansas State Collegian"
voice by the end of the first
a well-meaning professor to such warns us, "Hard work never
quarter, but had to be
an extent that he will want to killed anybody yet . . . but why
physically restrained during
quit his chosen, profession as an take the chance of being the
the course of the game by
WlfKf5WTB.L TlfBOr?ABOUTHIS-'DKXWIIIB'COUXSE*
educator and go to work for a first victim?"
her husband and father.

On The Bookshelf

Ivy Leaves

'Classmanship' Formulates
Plan For Foiling Professors

Vet

r

l.
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By Norm Levine
Many things have been said about Saturday's win over
Middlebury and those who attended the game do not have
to be told that the Garnet have a football team.
Earlier this season. I stated that the critics of the campus,
the cynics (and there are many of them), and the Sunday
morning quarterbacks would someday have to eat their
words. The cry of "what's the matter with the Bates football team?" have suddenly disappeared.
The cause of the joy on the campus this week is the brilliant offense and defense displayed by the Garnet footballers
in the past two weeks. The team showed its greenness in
the opening 13-7 loss to Norwich, which team, by the way, is
now undefeated with a 4-0-1 record.
Against Upsala, the Bobcats disappointed their fans with
a 7-6 loss, but showed an impressive power and promise for
the future.
In the victory over Worcester Polytech, the Garnet
seemed to come to life, exploding for 20 points in the second
half. In topping Middlebury 28-0, the Garnet showed that
they have finally jelled into a top-rate team.
RUNNING

WAA Sponsors
Den Of Iniquity
Friday At Union

'Cats Ready For Tough
Orono Maine Tussle

This Friday evening between
supper and the football rally
there will be an open house at
the Women's Union for all the
Bates coeds. The theme is "The
Den of Iniquity," and the event
will feature several surprising
activities. The W.A.A. Board
are the hostesses and will appear
in costume. The open house is to
acquaint the Bates girls, and
especially the freshmen, with the
facilities
downstairs in
the
Union. These facilities will be in
full use that evening, with instruction provided for anyone
who asks. There will be special,
secret prizes for the first fifty
girls entering, and refreshments
will be provided for all who attend. It is sure to be a gala event
and an ideal build-up to the rally, and W.A.A. hopes to see as
many co-eds attend as is possible.

By Peter Gartner
The Bates Bobcats will travel
to Orono, Saturday, to meet the
Maine Black Bears in their own
lair.
'Cats Win Two Straight
The 'Cats with two impressive
victories in as many weeks will
be "up" for the Bears who, in
turn, are still smarting from their
defeat the hands of the University of Connecticut.
In their last meeting, an
aroused Bobcat squad held the
Bears to a single touchdown but
the Up-Staters squeaked out a
15-13 win on the toe of Roger
Miles, field goal specialist.

Bears Use Winged-T
The Bears operate from a
wing and straight T formation
with a "single wing philosophy,"
that Coach Hal Westerman
learned at Michigan. This gives
Maine full untilization of backfield speed and both speed and
size through the line.
Leading the ends will be favCarries
Net Gain Avg. per Carry
orite target, Co-Capt. Thurlow
Supper
Meeting
Delayed
4.2
381
Martin
91
Coper, All-New England end and
,5.6
228
The supper meeting of the Cleveland Brown draft choice.
Perry
41
63
4.5
14
Board and their guests has been
Muello
72
3.1
postponed to October 31. Start- Parady Calls Signals
23
Drayton
2.0
38
ing this week, W.A.A. will invite
Co-Capt. Pete Kosty has lost
19
Heidel
2.5
47
a few dorms at a time to sit in the quarterback slot to 1952
19
Vail
64
8.0
on their Board meetings. Per- signal-caller, Ken Parady, fresh
8
Makowsky
31
3.9
haps more of the girls will rea- from the service. Joining Parady
8
Burgess
5.5
lize how W.A.A. works to help and Kosty in the backfield are
2
11
Moraes
—1.0
—1
them if they visit a meeting one halfs Ray Hostetter and Chris
Block
1
night.
Thibodeau, a dangerous speedPASSING
ster. Bob Brewer, a sophomore,
The fall season is progressing has shown unusual promise and
Attempts
Completed Yds. Gained
rapidly, with only two more
should see action also.
137
9
18
Vail
weeks of hockey games sched61
3
8
Heidel
uled. A complete resume of the
Starting
0
0
4
Burgess
season will appear in this colMaine
umn next week, featured by
SCORING
Cooper
220
LE
scores and standings. Some ex- LT
Provencher
220
Points
Touchdowns
P.A.T.
cellent games have been played,
195
LG
Benbow
48
6
7
Martin
and there have been several
Garabedian
190
C
6
0
Makowsky
1
ties. The fall season sign-up lists
Cole
195
RG
0
6
Heidel
1
are up in the dorms and will be
RT
Tarazewich
210
6
0
Burgess
1
there until the end of the
200
RE
Castor
1
1
0
Muello
season. Barb Johnson has been
QB
180
Parady
named hockey manager in place
LHB Hostetter
185
of Berta Richards, who resigned
165
RHB Thibodeau
for extra-curricular reasons. The
Edgar
180
FB
schedule has gone on smoothly
with a big boost from the
weather.
See Our
tram
team,
is
the
only
obstacle
Football League
Sponsor Back-to-Bates Coffee
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
to the league championship.
The five-team touch football
W.A.A. is planning a college AND CHINA SELECTIONS
John Bertram, whose team has playday for December or early
league finds a tie for the lead between Roger Bill and Bardwell, scored 80 points against their January. This playday will feafollowed in order by Garcelon, opponents and defensively al- ture one of three things —
J.B., and Smith Middle. The lowed none, is tied with South swimming at the Auburn Y,
choice for the league title is a for the top spot. The Erdman skating at St. Dom's Arena, or a
tossup. but could easily be de- brothers provide much of the new sport at Bates (for girls,
cided when Roger Williams scoring punch, gaining a great that is) — indoor track. The
meets Bardwell. but none of the deal of yardage on the ground, equipment is available, and
remaining teams can be dis- but the entire team shines de- Miss Walmsley has suggested it
83 Lisbon St.
Lewiston
counted in a rugged, league fensively as indicated by the be used.
spotless
record.
where anything can happen.
Six members of the swim club
Trailing the leaders, with an will attend the swim club con"A" Standings
outside chance at the title, is ference at Mt. Holyoke College
w 1 t
the Smith North squad. Having on November 17-18. They will
lost only to Smith South 14-0, be co-directors Mary Sinnott and
Roger Bill
2 0 0
their offensive is based around Mary Ann Houston, and four
2 0 1
Bardwell
249 MAIN STREET
Rudy Smith, a speedy back, and others.
0 1 2
Garcelon
the passing of Gerstein and
The Saturday afternoon of
John Bertram
0 1 1
Graham, behind a strong line.
0 2 0
Smith Middle
Defensively, however, North suf- Homecoming, immediately after
Your Signature
fers occasionaly lapses that hurt. the game, W.A.A. sponsors the
Back-to-Bates coffee. Invitations
Tied for the league lead, a
The remainder of the league,
will be sent out to all of the
strong Smith South team feafourth place Roger Bill, Smith
faculty this weekend. Several
tures a diversified attack and a
Middle, Mitchell and Bardwell,
good defense. The pass combina- suffer chiefly from indifference, members of the junior class and Entitles You to 10% Discount
on anything in our store
tion of Graves and "Spook" rather than lack of skill, having Stu-G will act as hostesses, with
Suzie Manwell in charge of the
Sutherland, a huge end, when forfeited a number of games.
group. The underclass members
not gaining long yardage, keeps
"B" Standings
of the Board will work "backtheir opponent's defense honest
stage." This coffee will be held
enough to allow their running
w 1 t
in Chase Hall, and it will be a
attack to roll. South's sole reJohn Bertram
4 0 0
136 Lisbon St.
Tel. 4-4141
chance for all the alumni and
maining game, against an undeSmith South
4 0 1
seniors to get together.
feated, unscored upon John Ber(Continued on page seven)

Roger Bill And J. B. Lead
In Intramural Football

Behind
the
veteran
and
weighty wall will be Cal Bickford to do most of the kicking
for the Northerners.
Boasts Aggressive Line
On the Bates side of the ledger is an aggressive line led by
such stalwarts as Jim Geanakos,
John Liljestrand, Dick Ellis,
Phil Carletti, Wayne Kane, Brian
Flynn, and Pete Jodaitis.
Behind this tough and improved forward-wall is a tested
backfield, led by Co-Captain and
triple threat Bob Martin and the
hard running fullback Paul
Perry.
In Martin, the Bobcats have a
willing and dependable workhorse equal to any occasion,
while Perry is a threat to any
opposing team.
Halfback Fred Drayton remains a fine defensive and
standout blocking back.
Add Backfield Depth
Calling signals will be either
Tom Vail, with a fine performance against Middlebury, or Bill
Heidel who can mix plays with
the best of them.
Adding the important depth to
the backfield are Mai Block, Jack
Burgess, Dick Moraes, John Makowsky,
and
Bob
"Moose"
Muello.
A combination of sharp aggresive line play, heads up defense
and a well-mixed attack plus a
little student support could well
result in a Bobcat win with a
possible State crown on the
horizon.
Line-ups
190
205
185
195
195
250
200
180
185
165
200

Bates
Kirsch
Ellis
Geanakos
Carletti
Kane
Liljestrand
Jodaitis
Vail
Martin
Drayton
Perry

RE
RT
RG
C
LG
LT
LE
QB
LHB
RHB
FB

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
We specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parties
Delivery Upon Request
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
54 Ash Street

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP

LEWISTON

Laundry Mailing Cases
Both Aluminum and Fiber
Trunks - Luggage

i

Ukes - Guitars - Banjos

New York Pawn &
Loan Company
103 Middle St.
Lewiiton !
Across from Steckino's
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Bobcats Roll Over Middlebury, 28-0
'Cats Only State Team Bob Martin Racks Up 21 Points;
To Emerge Victorious Ground Attack Gains 416 Yards
Bates' next three and most important opponents were all defeated Saturday. Colby lost to
Trinity, Maine was dropped by
U. of Connecticut, and Bowdoin
was edged by strong Williams.

zone. The extra point was good
and the score was tied.
After the kickoff, Bowdoin was
forced to punt and with only 15
seconds remaining another Williams aerial from Weinstein to
Kagan in the Bowdoin end zone
Bowdoin Close
provided for the clincher
The Bowdoin Polar Bears, U-Conns Cop Win
seeking their first win of the year,
University
of
Connecticut
came within three minutes of shattered Maine's Yankee Conscoring one of the season's top
upsets last Saturday as they finally bowed to Williams 13-7.

Bates • hard-charging Bobcats
pushed across two touchdowns
in the first period and then added one each in the third and
fourth periods to smash the Middlebury Panthers, 28-0, for their
second straight victory of the
season.
Martin Scores Three
The game, played before 600
fans at Garcelon Field, saw the
Bobcats march the opening kick-

lous thirty yard gallop to his
third touchdown of the day. From
there on in there was no doubt
as to who would be the victor.
Middlebury Passes
The fourth canto found Bates
playing a defensive game as
Coach Hatch sent in his second
and third string teams for most
of the period. Middlebury, unable to move on the ground, took
to the air with surprising sue-

that carried them to Bates' 30
yard line. Time ran out, however,
and Bates fans went into mild
hysteria as the final whistle blew.
Despite the fine running of
Martin, Perry, and Drayton, a
large share of credit must go to
the Bobcat line. Time and time
again Wayne Kane and freshman
Dick Ellis tore through to break
up Panther plays before they
could get underway.

Bowdoin outplayed a heavy,
more powerful Williams club for
57 minutes but tired as the Ephmen took to the air for the winning score with only 15 seconds
remaining.
Polar Bears Score
Williams, the country's top
small college rushing team was
held to only 162 net yards on the
ground as the Polar Bears employed a tight 8-3 defense designed to stop the Williams running game.
Bowdoin's score came in the
second period on a pass play
from Brud Stover to Matt Levine
in the end zone. Anderson converted and Bowdoin led 7-0.
Williams Moves
Williams finally got going with
Bob Martin rips through Middlebury tackle slot for five yards in a third period T.D. drive. Other 'Cat players in
little more than three minutes
the scene are: Fred Drayton, Pete Jodaitis (97), Dick Ellis (90), Wayne Kane (41), and Brian Flynn (54).
remaining in the game, as Hig(Photo by Perley)
gins completed two consecutive
passes for 50 yards, the second to ference title hopes as it scored off back 75 yards for a touch- cess and began to move the ball Line Sparkles
end Norm Walker in the end two second period touchdowns.
down that eventually proved to for the first time in the game.
No less sparkling were tackle
However,
lightning
struck John Liljestrand and end Jim
Maine opened impressively as be the only one needed in the
again as Tom Vail intercepted a Kirsch. The entire line proved
it marched 58 yards in 14 plays overwhelming victory.
Bob Martin, who played his pass on the midfield stripe. A themselves to be far superior to
capped by halfback Ray HostetLAST CHANCE!
best game of the year, climaxed lew plays later, scatback Jack that of their opponents.
ter's two yard TD plunge.
to enter Reader's Digest
Bates fans now await this SatA Maine fumble on its own 32 the drive with a two yard plunge Burgess gave the ball to Johnny
set up U-Conn's first score. The and then kicked the extra point. Makowsky who skirted around urday's start of the all-important
$41,000 CONTEST
It was then that Bates' hard end for ten yards and Bates' Maine State series with the Uniplacement was wide and the
It's fun to do—and you may find
fighting line established them- fourth and final touchdown. versity of Maine at Orono.
Black
Bears
from
Orono
led
7-6.
you know more about human naselves by completely stopping Muello rushed the extra point.
ture than you think! Just list, in
Statistics
King Passes
Middebury's heralded backfield, Panthers Drive
order, the six articles in October
Bates MiddTy
With one minute remaining in forcing them to punt from deep
Middlebury started another
Reader's Digest you think readers
First
downs
20
13
the
first
half,
halfback
Len
King
will like best. Couldn't be simpler
drive featured by Dick Fusco
in their own territory.
Fumbles lost
1
1
fired a pass to hallback Gene
—and you may win $5,000 cash
Yards penalized
35
40
for yourself plus $5,000 in scholGreen who went 42 yards for the Perry Romps
Intramurals
arships for your college.
Punts attempted
2
5
Co-captain Paul Perry then
Huskie's deciding tally. Vernard
Have you sent in your entq/ yett
Punting average
30.5
29.8
(Continued from page six)
added the placement for the 13-7 stole the spotlight with a 43 yard
Entries must be postmarked by
Passes attempted 10
26
run that gave the 'Cats the ball
Smith North
victory margin.
midnight, Thursday, October 25.
Passes completed
3
13
Roger Bill
Thurlow Cooper, Maine's big on the Pathers five yard line.
Entry blanks available at your
[Passes
intercepted
0
1
Bob
Martin
again
sneaked
across
Smith
Middle
end,
was
the
game's
outstanding
college bookstore.
| Passing yardage
72
171
Bardwell
lineman, recovering two enemy the line for his second touchRushing yardage 344
52
Mitchell
fumbles. King and fullback Paul down and then kicked the extra
Whitley were the U-Conn pace- point.
Soccer League
The summary:
YOUR FAVORITE
makers.
.
The second canto failed to proBates (28) — Le, Jodaitis, B.
In soccer, both J.B. and Smith
STERLING PATTERNS
Walsh, Douglas; It, Ellis,
duce any scoring, but the Bob- South are tied for the lead with Flynn,
Trinity Topples Colby
in
To'bin Levine, Belmont; lg, GeanaTowle — Gorhnm — Lunt
Trinity's rugged eleven scored cats again dominated play as the Roger Bill a close second. All kos, J. Flynn, Nelson, c, Carletti,
R"?d and Barton
four touchdowns in the second Vermonters were stopped cold the leaders seem very evenly Davis, Mullaney; rg, Kane, LeibInternational — Wallace
period as they trampled winless time and time again.
matched, each with a number of fried. Gallons, Dailey; rt, LiljesEasy Terms
trand, Post. Donahue; re, Kirsch,
Colby 40-19.
experienced players.
'Cat Line Holds
McGrath, Wylie; qb, Vail, BurAfter taking a 6-0 lead on
Once again they were able to ! The remaining teams, Smith gess, lm, Martin, Block, Kcigwin;
Auriemma's three yard plunge,
rh, Drayton, Makowsky, Deuillstart a drive with the use of a North and Middle, in their open- ett; fb, Perry, Muello, Moraes,
the Mules' weak defense sucj
ers
fielded
predominately
freshVFVVF.LERS
tricky reverse play, but Bates
Hayes.
S4NCE i &■»•
cumbed to 200 pound halfback
took the ball away on their own man teams, but considering their
Middleburv (0) — Le, Weisner,
Dial 4-5241 George Kelleher and 190 pound. thirty yard line and held until lack of experience, performed Hall, French; It, Ryan. Dean; If,
50 Lisbon Si.
6 foot, 4 inch Sam Niness as the
Wallace, Ginsberg, H. Thomas; c,
commendably.
half time.
In games already played, the Batal, F. Johnson; rg, SundThe third period was hardly outstanding players appear to be strom, Witham, Bartlett: rt, B.
Johnson, R. Smith; re, Peterson,
underway when Bates took the
Dennis Skiotis of Greece, Smith Barenborg, Taylor; qb, Fusco,
ball on the Middlebury 40 and, South; Ralph Bixler, Roger Bill; Mentor:
lh. Aldrich, Rausa,
T
after two plays, Bob Martin rip- Bob Sogren, Smith North; and Cooper; rh, Dugan, R. Thomas;
ped through the line for a fabu- Bud Baxter, a good goalie from fb, Tryder, Lavin, Tirone, Lardner.
Would you like to supplement your college income by
Bv periods:
burly veteran scored four times J.B.
as much as $250 a month for working only two nights
Bates
14
0
7
7—28
Soccer Standings
and Niness scored twice.
a week'' You can do this if you become a campus repScoring touchdowns: Martin 3,
Neil
Stinneford,
170
pound
resentative of our British textile custom-tailoring
w 1 t
Makowsky. Conversions: Martin
halfback, was the outstanding
Smith South
1 0 0
firm Write Sales Manager, A. G. Kruse & Co.,
3 (placements), Muello (rush).
brief
Mule player. Capt. Lee Mathieu,
Box 532, Newport Beach, California, giving
John Bertram
1 0 1
Officials: Roger Walsh, referee; John Dickerman, umpire; Joe
Bob Wallther, and 260 pound
Roger Bill
1 1 0
personal history.
Crozier, linesman; Howard Fertackle Bob Sargent also played
Smith North
0 1 0
guson, field judge; George Tufts,
well for the losers.
Smith Middle
0 1 1
timer, 4-15s.
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are Smoother

WVBC Schedule
Tonight
8:00 Here's to Vets
8:15 The Student CouncilStudent Gov't Program
8:30 The Don Reese Show
(Music)
9:00 The United States Marine
Show (Music)
9:15 Classical Music Time
1Q:00 Night Train
with Pete Meilen
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Don Reese
11:00 Sign off
Tomorrow
8:00 News Analysis
with Grant Reynolds
8:15 Anna and Chico Show
9:00 By-Line WVBC
with Bruce Jatkowske
9:15 Classical Music Time
10:00 The Paul Steinberg Show
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Joan Galambos
11:00 Sign off
Friday
8:00 "Rog and the Records"
with Roger Allen

Retired Professor
(Continued from page four)
math, physics, chemistry, astronomy, zoology, and coached football, basketball, and baseball at
Maine Central Institute for two
years. From there, he did graduate work at Harvard, returning to
the Bates campus in 1907 to teachmath and later become head of
the department until his retirement from the academic profession in 1935.

BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY
HAS 20,000 FILTERS

Twice As
Many Filters
AS THE OTHER TWO
LARGEST-SELLING FILTER BRANDS

While he was still teaching at
Bates, a group of girls, who were
mainly math majors, came to him
and asked if they might use his
name for a club they wished to
begin. Professor Ramsdell graciously declined the honor, but,
nevertheless, the Ramsdell Society was formed. Recently, this
group combined with the Jordan
Chemical Society bringing into
existence the well known JordanRamsdell Society.
Retains College Interest
Although the professor is no
longer on the working staff at
Bates, he keeps an avid interest
in all its affairs and watches the
progress of the college from year
to year. Also, he keeps in contact with many of his former students. In fact, on his last birthday, he received some 229 postcards and letters from them. As
he said, "There is no greater satisfaction derived from teaching
than that of knowing how well
your students do once they start
upon their careers."
In addition to bird-banding, the
Professor keeps his days full with
hunting, and stuffing and mounting animals. He has occupied all
the chairs of the Blue Lodge of
Masons and holds the 33rd degree. An eager sailing fan, he
built a model schooner when he
was only 14, and now sails in a
made-over dory which he keeps
at his summer home in Casco

"Tennessee Showboat"
with Sarah 'Tenn.' Walker
9:00 Masterworks from France
9:15 Classical Music Time
10:00 Drama from Microphone 3
Ibsen's "Master Builders"
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Jerry LaPierre
11:00 Sign off
Saturday
7:00 Spotlight on Variety
with Phil Lewis
8:00 Saturday Night Jukebox
with Mike Alpren
10:00 Starlight Serenade
with Peter Koch
1:00 Sign off
Sunday
1:00 Music for a Sunday
Afternoon
2:00 Sunday Symphony with
Bill Waterston, host
5:00 Sign off
7:00 Music for a Sunday
Evening with Jack Barry
10:00 Sign off
Monday
8:00 Dick Sullivan's
Sports Review
8:30

8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00

The Chico Paige Show
Rhythm and Blues
with George Dresser
The Navy Show
Reggie Sings
with Reggie Abbiati
Piano Playhouse
with Anita Kastner
Classical Music Time
For Cool Moderns
with Joe Roberts
Land of Dreams
with Bob Raphael
Sign off

Tuesday
Top Twenty Tunes
8:0
with Ron Spicer
8:15 "640 Club"
with Windy Stanley
8:45 Dick Larson (Jazz)
9:00 Serenade in Blue
9:15 Classical Music Time
10:00 "Dedicated to You" with
Fred Drayton and
Craig Parker
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Phil Keirstead
11:00 Sign off

Scandinavian Seminars Provide
Opportunities For Study Abroad
Applications are now being accepted for the 1957-58
Scandinavian Seminars for Cultural Studies. A special fee
of $900, which includes tuition, board and room, and travel
is available to students accepted.
Each student
spends two
months in Scandinavian homes,
six months studying in the Folk
Schools, and one month traveling in various
Scandinavian
countries pursuing hfe special
field of interest.
Gain College Credit
College juniors, graduates, and
adult educators are eligible. Undergraduates may obtain academic credit by special arrangement with the college.
Applications for the Federal
Service Entrance Examination to
be given on November 10 must
be filed at the Post Office and
Courthouse Building, Boston 9,
Mass., by tomorrow. Forms may
be obtained at the Guidance and
Placement Office.
Offer Positions Abroad
The U. S. Information Agency
is seeking well-qualified mature
candidates for overseas positions, particularly in the fields of
cultural affairs and information.
Applicants must be American
citizens between the ages of 31
and 55, willing to serve in any
foreign post, and able to pass a
rigid physical examination and a
loyalty and suitability investigation. Salaries range from $5715
to $8270 depending on rank plus
allowances and travel expenses
from residence to post abroad.
Bay.
As Professor Ramsdell says to
the many Boy Scouts he talks to
at his home, "No matter what
you may do in your future life,
so long as you keep an interest in
nature, you will be that much
closer to happiness."
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Mirror Photos
Tomorrow (Rand Reception Room)
O.C. Council
7:00
O.C. Board
7:15
C.A. Cabinet
7:30
Rob Players
7:45
8:00
Gould Pol. Affairs
Barristers
8:15
Political Union
8:30
Wednesday, October 31
(Women's Union)
Stu-G
7:00
Stu-G Vice-Pres.
7:15
Student Council
7:30
Intramural Council
7:45
Christian Service Club
8:00
Rob Players Exec.
Committee
8:15
(Please be prompt!

Bridge Tourney
All men interested in participating in a Bridge Tournament this fall should
leave their names at the
Dean of Men's Office somelime before Friday.

Students Register
For Mock Election
Over 680 students registered
for the all-campus mock Presidential election to be held on
Monday, it was announced yesterday by the Students-for-Stevenson and Students-for-Eisenhower groups.
Students are reminded that
balloting will take place from 95 p. m. next Monday in the
Chase Hall basement. Results of
the election will appear in next
week's issue of the STUDENT.
The purpose in holding registration was to acquaint the students with the workings of our
federal and state governments in
regards to election procedure.
Coffin Speaks
Frank Coffin will speak at
8 p.m. tomorrow evening in
the Filene Room of Pettigrew Hall. All students are
invited to attend this meeting.

